Work Orchestration
and Observability for
data center migrations

As with any migration, when it
comes down to the execution
of a data center move, the
stakes are high, and the risks
of failure, compromising data
fidelity, or costly delays are
well documented.

According to Gartner 70% of data
center migrations will suffer significant
time delays or unplanned downtime,
largely due to improper planning.
So how do you avoidjoining
this majority?

How Cutover
helps
Cutover’s Work Orchestration and Observability platform
provides teams with the ability to plan and build detailed,
automated runbooks for their migration, and rehearse the
entireprocess with dynamic, realistic run-throughs.
The platform overcomes migration oversight challenges,
by providing real-time dashboards that can be easily
shared with stakeholders torelay key milestones and
overall progress.

We had the vast majority of staff remote.
Trying to execute such a complex,
multi-threaded and cross-party migration
without Cutover would simply have been
impossible. Thank you to the team for
your help, guidance and support.
Project Implementation Manager,
British Multinational Asset Management Company

Why partner
with Cutover

As a leader in Work Orchestration and Observability, Cutover is helping some of the
largest, most complex organizations in the world to better manage critical business events.
TheCutover platform coupled with decades of experience in managing transformation,
technology delivery and release, and operational resilience initiatives for businesses,
enables organizations to move quickly with confidence.

Cutover benefits
Cross-team collaboration for the migration
is smooth and unified, with integrated
communications for Slack, Microsoft Teams,
and email.

Get a forward view of planned change
and migration milestones

Build out and track the progress of any
migration pre-requisites to ensure smooth
and full completion before go-live

Executive stakeholders are always informed
by accessing live updates from real-time
dashboards without disturbing operations

A library of templated runbooks enables
organizations to move faster and improve
consistency and repeatability

Our Clients
Cutover is trusted by well-known financial institutions
all over the world, including leading global banks,
two of the top three US banks by size, and three
of the top five investment banks globally.

Contact us
If you have any questions please
contact us at info@cutover.com
For news and updates search
for Cutover on LinkedIn or follow
us on Twitter: @gocutover

www.cutover.com

